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Three recent notifications under article 87(3) deal
with the financing by the State of services of
general economic interest defined as ‘country-
wide access to over-the-counter cash and payment
services through post office counters’. The
measures notified are more specially targeted at
enabling access for those citizens living in remote
rural locations or on social security. In the three
cases presented — the Irish, Swedish and British
— the Commission has decided not to raise objec-
tions as the measures are compatible with the
common market in so far as the compensation is
commensurate with the net cost of providing the
public service. According to the recent Court juris-
prudence, this means that no State aid is involved
as there is no overcompensation.

These notifications come from Member States as
diverse in their socio-economic structure as the
UK, Sweden and Ireland. They raise questions as
to why the issue of enabling access to basic
banking and payment services has become so
topical. This will be examined in the first part of
this paper, dealing with financial inclusion at EU
level. The second part will focus on the reasoning
behind the Commission's decisions within the
context of each Member State.

1. The ‘un-banked’

While the number of EU citizens with a bank
account has risen in line with increasing welfare,
new technology has drastically reduced the cost of
banking transactions conducted on a remote elec-
tronic basis. As a result, the relative costs of
concluding banking transactions over-the-counter
have increased. Simultaneously increased compe-
tition has meant that current account cross-subsi-
dies are being dismantled. Typically, 80% of
current accounts which used to be loss-making
were financed by the remaining 20% which were
profitable thanks to high balances.

Cost-based pricing added to reduced geographical
presence of bank branches means that there is a
risk of increasing exclusion among those in the
lower social strata who are not at ease with remote
banking transactions. Those most affected include
old age pensioners, those living on benefits and
those based in isolated locations. Yet in our
modern societies, being banked is becoming
increasingly essential for everyday life:

• to receive salary (not to mention obtain employ-
ment) and social security payments

• to cash cheques and pay bills without extra fees
or even with a discount (the latter being applied
for example to utilities payments through direct
debit)

• as a protection against theft

• as a gateway to other financial services, such as
insurance, long term savings, credit and mort-
gages.

The negative consequences of not having an
account have been further exacerbated by anti-
laundering measures which penalise those without
a fixed address and identity cards. This affects in
particular countries such as the United Kingdom
where identity cards are not compulsory.

National data on the number of citizens without
current accounts are fragmented and incomplete.
However, the 2000 Eurobarometer survey gives a
rough indication of the extent of the problem.

Availability of a personal current account, giro
account or similar

Country Yes No N.a

Dk 99.1 0.7 0.2

Nl 98.9 0.5 0.6

S 98.0 1.6 0.4

Fin 96.7 1.5 1.7

D 96.5 2.9 0.6

F 96.3 2.8 1.0

Lux 94.1 3.9 1.7

B 92.7 5.1 2.0

Sp 91.6 6.9 1.5

UK 87.7 10.6 1.6

P 81.6 16.7 1.8

A 81.4 13.5 5.1

IRL 79.6 16.7 3.7

Gr 78.9 17.9 3.2

It 70.4 22.4 7.2

EU 15 8.6 8.6 2.2

Source: Eurobarometer 52, financial services, Europeans and
financial services — May 2000 (based on 1999 survey).
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In terms of financial exclusion, measured by
number or people without current accounts, there
are three distinct groups of countries:

• the giro Nordic and German countries in which
financial exclusion is limited to between 0.5 and
3% of the population, with the exception of
Austria

• the British Isles in which financial exclusion is
over the EU average

• the Mediterranean countries whose retail finan-
cial services have only recently become mass
market. As shown in the table, Spain and
Portugal are rapidly closing the gap in current
account ownership. Apart from Italy, what
these countries have in common is their lower
GDP per inhabitant. But the Italian figures hide
a strong disparity between the north and the
south.

The results are in line with the hypothesis
according to which the two correlating factors for
financial inclusion at national level are the level of
development as measured by the GDP per inhab-
itant and the degree of inequality within the
country considered measured, for example, by the
Gini coefficient (1). The higher level of inequality
partly accounts for the lower level of current
account ownership in the British Isles. Austria, a
giro-based society with a high GDP per inhabitant
and relatively little inequality, is an exception to
the rule, possibly because of the popularity of
savings accounts over current accounts. France, a
predominantly cheque-based society, is also an
exception to the rule, due to peculiarities in its
legislation which privileges cheque use and
prevents both cheque charging and interest-
bearing current accounts.

In several countries, among them France,
Germany, Sweden, Belgium and the UK, the issue
of access to current accounts has been publicly
debated. Interestingly, the subject is not such a
high priority in Italy and Greece where the number
of un-banked is the highest. Where a significant
proportion of the population lives on a cash-based
system, the sense of exclusion is diminished. Cash
or non-bank payment systems are commonly used
by a large section of the population and as a result,
the charges for transactions not effected on current
accounts may still be lower than those on current
accounts. On the other hand, in countries where
financial inclusion is high, not having an account
can render one an outcast. Being un-banked in a
low GDP country tends to be associated with

economic poverty. In a high GDP country, the
phenomenon becomes one of the many facets of
social exclusion.

The other factor which has contributed to the topi-
cality of the issue of non-inclusion is the reduction
in the actual number of bank and post office
branches — especially where no measures have
been taken to address the issue of reduced over-
the-counter access. The debate has come to the
fore in the UK, Sweden, Belgium, France and
Germany — countries which have all experienced
a reduction in the number of traditional payment
outlets.

Once the problem has been acknowledged, a
variety of solutions — often used in conjunction
— have been gradually developed within Member
States. These are:

• voluntary bank charters

• use of post office counters as country-wide
outlets for over-the counter payment and trans-
actions

• right to a basic bank account for all citizens

• establishment of a single regulator for financial
services responsible for consumer education for
all citizens, including non-customers of finan-
cial services

• conferment by the State of a service of general
economic interest to one or several undertak-
ings.

2. Assessment of the measures notified
to the Commission

In order to assess whether or not a measure
includes incompatible elements, the Commission
has first to establish whether the measure could
potentially constitute a State aid under article
87(1), the general principle being that aids are
incompatible with the common market. The five
criteria to be fulfilled for the measure to constitute
potentially an aid are:

• the measure must be attributable to the State

• it must involve a transfer of State resources

• it must distort competition

• it must affect intra-community trade

• it must confer an advantage to an economic
activity
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If the measure meets the five criteria, an exception
to the general principle can be applied when the
undertaking has been entrusted with a service of
general economic interest. According to article
86(2), the measure is compatible if the State
resources applied do not exceed the net cost of the
public service and if the measure does not harm
Community interest. In such a case, the measure is
deemed not to be an aid in the light of the latest
jurisprudence. This jurisprudence overturned the
previous jurisprudence under which the same
measure would have been deemed to be an aid
compatible with the common market.

The separation of accounts which has to be applied
by undertakings active in the competitive field and
to which a service of general economic interest has
been conferred is key to the assessment of propor-
tionality. The purpose of this assessment is to
ensure that there is no distortion of competition
beyond what is strictly necessary to ensure the
delivery and continuity of the public service. This
distortion would consist in an overspill of Govern-
ment payments into the competitive activities of
the undertaking entrusted with a service of general
economic interest.

In a report to the Council of Ministers issued in
1998, the Commission made clear that these prin-
ciples should be applied to the banking sector (1).
The Commission also knew that Sweden already
had in place a system to provide for compensation
for the delivery of basic banking services through
post office outlets and rural postmen.

2.1. The UK case

2.1.1. Context

The Labour Government has made the fight
against exclusion its priority from its election in
1997 onwards. It has adopted the role of a mediator
and resisted imposed solutions, such as a universal
banking obligation, in favour of those agreed on a
consensus basis. The Office of Fair Trading (OFT)
conducted an initial inquiry into the subject. The
1999 resulting report was prefaced by the OFT
Director in the following terms:

‘It is often claimed that those who fail to take up
even the most basic of financial services have done
so out of choice. My scepticism of such claims has
been confirmed by the analysis and research in this
report. The take-up of bank current accounts,
household insurance and short-tem credit is incon-
sistent with the exercise of any meaningful choice.
In the case of long-term savings, the means simply

do not exist for those who can afford only to save
modest amounts to earn an acceptable return.
When concern about who benefits from financial
services regulations and who pays for it are added
to these findings, the conclusion that financial
regulation, in its widest sense, has failed to reflect
the interest of vulnerable consumers is almost
inescapable’.

Following the Social Exclusion Unit’s report on
deprived neighbourhoods, the Policy Action Team
(PAT 14), a mixed group of civil servants and
outside experts, looked into the possibility of
widening access to financial services. PAT 14’s
main conclusion was that the most suitable option
would be a free current account with risk-less
payment. This would open the door to financial
services and facilitate payments without any risk
to the bank and the current account holder.

More or less simultaneously, the Chancellor of the
Exchequer ordered a survey into competition in
UK banking, conducted by the former telecom
regulator, Don Cruikshank. Cruikshank alleged
that the banking industry was making an oligopoly
surplus profit in three main areas: financial
services for consumers and for small businesses,
and money transmission. All, but one, of the report
recommendations have been adopted including
those regarding access to current account which
were in line with PAT 14’s recommendations.

In the meantime, regulation and competition law
were being overhauled. The supervisory functions
of the Bank of England were transferred to the
Financial Services Authority (FSA) which covers
the remit of the nine previous regulators. One of
the four statutory objectives of the FSA is
consumer protection and education. To comply
with this objective, the FSA is responsible for
promoting the understanding of financial services
among all citizens, including the underprivileged -
those least likely to be clients of financial services
institutions.

The Government decided to modernise social
security payments by transferring all payments to
bank accounts through automated credit transfer,
rather than through a magnetic card not linked to a
bank account, as originally planned. As a sizeable
proportion of those genuinely un-banked still do
not want to open current accounts with banks, a
consensual solution which would suit all the un-
banked benefits recipients was adopted. Those
who do not want an account with a bank will be
able to open a simplified postal account from the
beginning of the migration process in April 2003.
Procedures for payment benefits with the post
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office card account mimic the previous cash
benefit withdrawals at the post office, the differ-
ence being that giro-cheques and order books are
replaced by a magnetic card. Those benefits recipi-
ents willing to open a bank account can open a
standard account or a basic bank account (free, no
credit facilities and associated risk-less payments)
and go on conducting their transactions at the post
office, if their bank has concluded an agreement to
this effect.

The British Bankers’ Association committed itself
to advertising the new basic banking services and
amending its code of conduct (most notably, by
giving an eight week notice before branch closure
and indicating how banking services will be
provided after the closure). It also published an
annual report on the progress of financial services
inclusion. In the meantime, the FSA has compiled
the information sources on financial service exclu-
sion (1). As part of its remit to work in close co-
operation with the various stakeholders to develop
financial education with the most vulnerable
consumers, it has also published a brochure on the
benefits of opening a bank account (2). Most banks
have decided to contribute, on a voluntary basis, to
the cost of the post office card accounts. However,
the Banking Code Standards Board which moni-
tors the voluntary Banking Code has just published
a report showing how poorly banks advertise the
availability of basic bank accounts, which
confirms earlier research by the FSA consumer
panel.

2.1.2. The notification: Universal Banking
Services — N514/2001

In July 2001, the UK authorities notified an array
of measures under the headline of ‘universal
banking services’. These measures were aimed at
enabling the compulsory migration of social secu-
rity benefits to automated credit transfer between
2003 and 2005 (part of the Government moderni-
sation policy). They also were aimed at facilitating
access to current accounts for those who are ‘un-
banked’ — as part of the Government financial
inclusion policy. More than 6 million people in the
UK do not have current accounts, i.e. between 14
and 18% of the population. The post office retail
network which caters especially for the lower
socio-professional categories, Post Office Limited
(POL), has a wider reach than the banks with 50%
more retail outlets overall. POL is present in
particular in remote rural and underprivileged
urban areas which have been deserted by banks.

POL is highly trusted by those un-banked, not the
least old age pensioners and the unemployed.

Agreements have been individually negotiated
between banks willing to take part in the scheme
and Consignia (now named Royal Mail), the postal
incumbent which fully owns POL, for the delivery
of what are known as ‘basic bank accounts’ —
bank accounts tailored to the needs of the un-
banked. Basic bank accounts are free of charge and
do not offer credit facilities. This avoids the risk,
dreaded by the un-banked, of falling inadvertently
into the red. The costs of an overdraft are prohibi-
tive for those benefits recipients who are among
the most vulnerable in society.

For the un-banked who do not even want a basic
bank account available through post offices and
prefer to have recourse to the old system of cash
payments at the post office counter, a new Post
Office Card Account (POCA) will be offered. The
only apparent difference with the old system is that
a magnetic stripe card will replace the previous
paper-based order books and giro-cheques. A
dedicated ring-fenced and virtual bank, wholly-
owned by POL, will be established in preparation
for the transfer to the new card-based system.

The overall Government remuneration, including
the agency payments, will be equal to the net cost
of the POCA bank — and therefore to its losses as
it does not generate any revenues. The losses will
be reduced by the contributions most banks have
agreed to pay on a voluntary basis as evidence of
their social responsibility. The back office opera-
tions have been tendered for a limited period on an
open competitive basis to EDS/Citibank, thus
ensuring that costs be kept to a minimum. POL
will open the POCA account and carry out the
related transactions. The front office compensa-
tion to POL is being negotiated between the
Government agencies and Consignia in the context
of the remuneration obtained for similar services
from banks. The aim is to cover all the directs costs
and some of the indirect costs of keeping structur-
ally loss-making post offices open.

Neither the delivery of bank accounts through post
offices, nor the voluntary contributions by banks
to the funding of the POCA banks, involve any
State resources. They therefore do not involve any
element of State aid. The mechanisms are being
put in place to ensure that the net cost of the
services of general economic interest conferred to
Consignia through the POCA Bank and POL will
not be overcompensated. The POCA bank will be
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legally and accountably separated and the
financing will be limited to the net costs once
deducted the voluntary contributions from the
commercial banks. Specific accounting identifica-
tion of costs linked to POCA has been put in place
for POL. On these grounds, the remaining
universal banking services proposals are compat-
ible with the common market. The Commission
decided on 13 February 2002 not to raise any
objections to the notified proposals for universal
banking services.

2.2. The Swedish case

2.2.1. Context

In Sweden, banks have to accept deposits from the
public and therefore to open accounts. But they are
not obliged to provide associated payment
services. The bank practice of refusing to deliver
cards to withdraw cash on an account not
providing credit facilities has been condemned by
the Financial Supervisory Board although it
continues. However, the post office has always
provided for over-the-counter cash transaction
facilities. With the increasing use of internet and
telephone banking, the number of cash payment
transactions over the post office counters has been
reducing. This has caused a constant rise in the net
cost of providing the service as the revenues have
been diminishing while the related costs cannot be
proportionally reduced.

After ordering an inquiry in 1998 into the best way
to deliver the universal cashier service, the
Government decided in 2000 to go against the
Committee’s recommendations to put the service
up for tender at regional level. This is because the
Government believes that access to cash facilities
at uniform prices through the most widespread and
experienced network in this field is necessary to
ensure social and territorial cohesion.

Once the principle of the sale of Postgirot — the
post office dedicated payment bank — was agreed,
the obligation was conferred again to Posten AB,
the Swedish licensed universal service operator,
until 2005. The proposed Government compensa-
tion is close to the net extra cost for providing the
service. In the meantime, the postal counter
network has been re-deployed (sale of the counters
owned by the post office, creation of post offices
dedicated only to business customers and point of
sales all over the country in alliance with other
retailers). The financial services counter network
is increasingly based solely in locations where no
other economic operator is present. The postal
network and the retail financial services network
have been structurally separated.

2.2.2. The notification: Posten AB’s universal
cashier service N749/01

Posten AB, which is wholly-owned by the State, is
entrusted with a new universal basic cash service
for which it will receive an annual State compensa-
tion through a budget appropriation. It notified the
Commission of this new entrustment in November
2001. Cash services such as bill payments or bank
account deposits and withdrawals through Posten
AB are offered at a uniform price. These services
are provided through counters and through the
rural postmen service dedicated to the 700,000
individuals and 5,000 companies based in isolated
locations. This entrustment follows a previous
entrustment to Posten AB conferred prior to
Sweden joining the EU — which also involved an
annual budget compensation. The previous service
was different in nature in that it did not give poten-
tial access to all bank current accounts for deposits
and withdrawals. The cash facilities were provided
essentially by the dedicated payment bank,
Postgirot, which was sold in 2001. Other financial
institutions provided complementary financial
services — all of which will be discontinued.

The basis for compensation, for both measures, is
the net additional cost of providing universal cash
facilities where there is no alternative and it is not
commercially justified to carry out the activity.
This applies to around 350 counters and 2,750
rural postmen. Revenues come from the network
fee per transaction negotiated individually
between Posten AB and each bank for access to
their accounts through the network. They also
come from the charges paid by customers for the
giro payments. Costs are attributed to the universal
service on a fully-distributed basis. The network
fees and charges to customers cover more than the
direct costs, but not the full costs. The projected
minimum annual net additional cost of the
universal cash facilities which has been validated
by PricewaterhouseCoopers is likely to be of the
order of SEK 400M (€ 44M), which is the amount
of the planned budgetary compensation for the
four years to come, starting in 2002. In order to
ensure that there is no overcompensation and in
accordance with the Transparency Directive
(2000), separate accounts have been drawn up for
State financed activities. A separate company inte-
grating the cash payment services was formed on 1
June 2002, Kassaservice AB, with a dedicated
balance-sheet and a separate Board. The Swedish
State has committed itself to clawing back any
overcompensation on an annual basis, should it
occur. Over the period preceding the notification,
the net additional cost of providing the previous
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universal service was clearly not overcompen-
sated.

As the previous measure did not involve any over-
compensation and as the mechanisms are in place
to ensure that the new notified measure does not
incur any overcompensation, no element of aid is
involved. Consequently, the Commission decided
not to raise any objections on 2 July 2002.

2.3. The Irish case

2.3.1. The context

In Ireland, the debate surrounding access to finan-
cial services has focused on two issues: the
Government’s commitment to develop an infor-
mation society and the national anti-poverty
programme launched in 1997 in a country which
had been poor in the past but whose economy was
growing at the fastest rate in Europe. The anti-
poverty programme is targeted mainly at the long-
term unemployed, handicapped, lone parents and
the travellers. Every new piece of legislation has to
be proofed in terms of its effect on social inclusion.

The 1999 Boston Consulting Group research
tendered out by the Government revealed that 53%
of Irish adults did not use a current account associ-
ated with payment settlement facilities. On the
other hand, 90% had an account (savings or
current) with either a bank, a building society, a
credit union or the post office. Banks have now
produced a code of good practice on branch
restructuring (1) and are heavily promoting the use
of electronic payments — in preference to cheques
and cash - through a nation-wide campaign accom-
panied by a consumer education programme (2).

The Central Bank and Financial Services
Authority Bill (2002) ensures that the function for
a single regulatory authority for financial services
will be carried our within the overall structure of
the ‘Central Bank and Financial Services
Authority of Ireland’. As in the UK, this new regu-
latory authority will have a major role in
promoting the interest of all citizens. The regula-
tory authority is specifically responsible for moni-
toring both access and rationalisation of the branch
structure from a citizens’ perspective.

2.3.2. The notification: one off equity injection
into An Post aimed at enabling the
redevelopment of the Post Office network
N650/01

The Irish Government has reiterated its former
entrusting to An Post, the postal incumbent, with a
country-wide counter cover service of general
economic interest. To this effect, it notified its
intention to proceed with a one off € 12.7M equity
injection in October 2001. This country-wide
counter service of general economic interest is
doubled with an obligation that An Post deliver
payment and Government services through its
counters. Physical access to counters is key to
those, whether aged or on living on social benefits,
who are based in remote areas, as banks and
retailers have reduced their rural presence. In
Ireland, the number of post office counters per
inhabitant is by far the highest in Europe (twice the
European average). The revenues to the postal
counter network from the delivery of services of
general economic interest (postal, financial and
Government) represent about 80% of the network
turnover.

However, on present trends , the losses of the post
office network on its own in 2004 could amount to
three times the whole of An Post’s profits in 2000.
This threatens the very viability of An Post as a
whole. The sudden deterioration of a retail
network which had until recently balanced out, is
due to both a decline in revenues (demographic
changes, lowering in network fees, constant reduc-
tion in the number of over the counter transactions)
and constant increases in staff remuneration linked
to the Government Fairness in Prosperity
programme. Furthermore 800 rural counters out of
the 1,800 counters which are run by agents (1,900
counters for the whole network including the
counters owned by An Post) produce only 4% of
the network revenues. Those loss-making agent-
run outlets would not be kept open by a market
investor. Besides these immediate causes for the
loss of viability of the Post Office Division, the
Government has identified two other contributory
factors. Firstly, the contract with the existing post-
masters is not conducive to entrepreneurship as
half of the agents are paid a minimum — but low
revenue — irrespective of the work effectively
carried out. Secondly, a high number of rural coun-
ters are still run on a stand-alone basis whereas
they would benefit from the additional revenues of
a supplementary business.
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A reconfiguration over the following three years
based on a new contract (remuneration per transac-
tion) and appropriate relocation of post office
counters was therefore decided. The aim is to
return the network to sustainability and stop the
trend towards outlet closures as existing low
revenue flows are not enticing to new agents
taking up vacant post offices. The reconfiguration
implies redesigning the agents’ contracts and facil-
itating the re-location of those agents who will
have accepted the new terms.

The amount of the € 12,7M proposed equity injec-
tion will be significantly lower than the costs
attributable specifically to An Post universal cover
obligations. These costs include the severance
indemnities, the counter redevelopment costs and
the net cumulated operational losses of the uneco-
nomic part of the network (costs reduced by the
positive contribution of the activities in competi-
tion). An Post has committed itself to a separation
of accounts which takes into account the services
of general economic interest offered through the
Post Office Division. The Commission therefore
decided on 12 March 2002 not to raise any objec-
tions to the proposal as the compensation received
is no higher than the net extra cost of the related
general economic interest service of country-wide
country cover and, as such, is compatible with the
common market.

Conclusion
State aid control policy in the area of financial
services is expanding its scope. Traditionally, the
Commission has been involved in rescue and
restructuring cases for individual banks (such as
Crédit Lyonnais, Banco di Napoli, … (1)) . Alter-
natively it has been involved in government
measures favouring a significant number or finan-
cial services institutions (for example fiscal aid to

banks undertaking mergers and corporate restruc-
turing in Italy (2)). More recently, the Commission
has enlarged its action to operating aid schemes for
the public banks of some Member States (like
Germany (3)). The cases above represent a new
development in so far as they represent the first
applications of the State aid rules on services of
general economic interest to aid schemes which
have led to positive decisions in the area of retail
financial services. (4).

In applying State aid rules to public services in the
area of banking, the Commission acknowledges
that the Member States have wide discretionary
powers when it comes to defining their public
services in the light of their political choices and in
line with the general principles of the Treaty. On
the other hand, the Commission has the duty to
ensure that the financing of the public services
does not distort competition in a way which is
contrary to the common interest. In particular the
aid must be limited to the net additional costs of
the public service tasks and there should be no
adverse repercussions on markets open to compe-
tition outside the public service area.

Transparency ensures a high level of compliance
with State aid rules in various ways and confers
legal security to Member States’ decisions to
compensate an undertaking entrusted with a
service of general economic interest. Transpar-
ency is achieved firstly through the conferment of
the public service, secondly through clarity of the
State’s financing and thirdly through a clear allo-
cation of costs between the public service activi-
ties and activities which are open to competition.
All these requirements are particularly important
in the banking sector where market integration and
the single currency enhance competition at
Community level.
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(1) For a review of the most important cases see ‘Crises bancaires: un bilan de l’application des règles de concurrence en matière
d’aides d’Etat. Leçons de la crise du Crédit Lyonnais’, by Nicola Pesaresi, and Christophe Pavret de la Rochefordière, in
Competition Policy Newsletter, n° 3, October 2000.

(2) See ‘The restructuring of the Italian banking sector: State aid cannot assist mergers’, by Sandro Santamato, in Competition Policy
Newsletter, n° 1, October 2002.

(3) See ‘State guarantees to German public banks: a new step in the enforcement of State aid disciplne to financial services in the
Community’ by Stefan Moser, Nicola Pesaresi, and Karl Soukup, in Competition Policy Newsletter, n° 2, June 2002.

(4) Another important application of the State aid rules to an individual case of a public service is the case of the Livret Bleu of the
French bank Crédit Mutuel. See ‘Crédit Mutuel — Livret Bleu: Making sure that publci services benefit consumers and not
intermediaries’ by Rosalind Bufton, in Competition Policy Newsletter, n° 2, June 2002.




